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Introduction

For the past ten years, Benin has taken up the challenge of organizing its annual Internet
Governance Forum. The initiative is carried from 2016, by the FGI Benin Association in
collaboration with all the actors of the internet ecosystem in the country. This year, its
general theme is: "Prospects for Benin’s Digital Economy 2021-2030", and includes
three sessions, one of which is high-level. The high-level session focuses on the Digital
Economy of Benin. The other two sessions dealt respectively with the "Challenges of
digitization of processes, interoperability of databases and the digital future of
universities" and "Prospects for the Digital Economy of Benin". This report contains
information on the main objectives, the preparatory process, the types and summaries of
the sessions and their moderators. It also includes the results obtained and information on
participation. It also presents the general organization of the Forum, the recommendations
and the annexes.

I.

Objectives

The main objective is to contribute to clarify the dark areas of the evolution of the digital
economy and its prospects in Benin.
Specifically, this forum allowed to :


Exchange on database interoperability (link between the NPI database
and other company databases);



Address the issues surrounding electronic payment in all sectors of activity;



Exchange on the level of digitalization of the processes of public and private
companies;



Review the future of universities in the current knowledge society ecosystem ;



Take stock of the digital economy in Benin;



Popularize the achievements of the actors of the ecosystem of Internet in Benin;



Propose solutions to the identified challenges.

II.

Reminder of expected results

 The various stakeholders in Beninese society have a better visibility on the
achievements of the digital economy in Benin;
 The flagship achievements of actors from the private, public andassociative sectors
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are highlighted;
 New solutions are formulated to address the identified challenges.

III.

The overall process

It should be recalled that the regular holding of global, regional and national forums is a
recommendation of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) held by the United
Nations in 2005 in Tunis. Benin organized its forum this year in accordance with the following
five fundamental principles: openness and transparency, inclusiveness, bottom-up (i.e.,
decision-making goes from the community to the top), non-commerciality, multi-stakeholder.
The overall process consisted of three main stages: the preparatory phase, D-Day process,
and the post-session phase. All the tasks in this process were carried out under the
supervision of the organizing committee, which validated each of the stages.
1. The preparatory phase
It is important to recall here the holding of the school on Internet Governance in Benin as a
prelude to the national forum. The theme of this year's school was"Artificial intelligence in
our daily lives". Five sessions over five days allowed the sharing of experiences between
African Francophone actors and participants.
The preparatory phase began with the establishment of the MAG in April 2021.The MAG is
composed of volunteer members from the different stakeholders of the Benin internet
ecosystem. The initiative of the MAG comes from the IGF World and the African Union
PRIDA Project. The activities of the preparatory phase consist of :


Writing TORs,



Searching for sponsors,



Writing and distributing sponsorship and invitation letters,



Following up on emails and letters sent physically,



Producing attendance lists and mailing list,



Drafting the final communiqué and thank-you letters to participants,



Managing emails, phone calls and social networks
2. The event itself

Three main stages marked the Forum itself: the opening ceremony, the sessions
and the final communiqué.
❖ Opening Ceremony
It was made through three speeches: the speech of Mr. Salvator NIYONZIMA, Resident
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Representative of the United Nations System in Benin, that of the President of the
organizing committee, Mr. Kossi AMESSINOU and the word of the President of the IGF
Benin Association, Mr. Vivien ASSANGBE WOTTO.
The Resident Representative of the United Nations System recognized the significant
progress made by Benin's State in the area of digitalization of processes. To support his
remarks, he gave the example of the single portal for public services called "servicepublic.bj", which facilitates citizens' access to public services, regardless of their location.
He encouraged the Beninese State to continue its efforts in this direction.
As for the President of the organizing committee, he thanked the sponsors and partners
without whom the forum could not have taken place. After recalling therecommendations for
the establishment of a national certificate on Internet governance following the model
promoted by the IGF World and the African Union, in order to train a critical mass of actors
in the ecosystem on the principles of Internet governance, he praised all the former
presidents of the IGF Benin who "have kept the torch of the Internet lit, to bring it to the new
generation.’’
Finally, the President of the IGF Benin gave his welcome address.
"Internet andICTs facilitate processes, reduce the marginality of disadvantaged groups, and
enable the fundamental objective of economic development, which is the fight against
poverty and exclusion," he said, thanking the Government of Benin through the Ministry of
Numeric and Digitalization, the directorates and agencies of the sectorfor their availability and
collaboration.
He also expressed his gratitude to the partners of the event, namely the Secretariat of the
IGF World and the IGF Support Association, the company ISOCEL TELECOM BENIN which
has graciously offered the Internet bandwidth for remote participation, JENY SAS, without
forgetting SBIN SA, Internet Society, ICANN and African ICT Foundation. According to Mr.
Vivien ASSANGBE WOTTO, the differencebetween the IGF Benin Association and other
organizations is that it is the only organization based on such diversity.
Stakeholders have their views and each one is specifically taken care of. He concluded by
explaining that "the functioning and positions of IGF Benin therefore never reflect individual
positions, but emanate from consensual discussions. ". He also justified the choice of the
theme by the need to take stock of the progress of the digital economy in the country.
❖ The sessions themselves
Types of sessions : Due to the current health crisis, and to avoid large gatherings,the Forum
was held in hybrid mode, i.e. a maximum of 50 people in the room and the rest of the
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participants online on Zoom.


Moderators and sessions' summaries

Synthesis of Session 1: High Level Panel on the Digital Economy in Benin
The high-level panel on the digital economy was
moderated by Mr. Pierre DANDJINOU, ICANN
Vice President for Africa. It was online. The
participants in this panel are among others:
representatives of the organizations stakeholders
of the Internet in Benin.

al theme of the tenth edition of the National Forum on Internet Governance in Benin, let us
recall, is "Prospects for the Digital Economy of Benin 2021-2030"
The high-level panel is reserved for public decision-makers so that they can define the
benchmarks for the digital economy in Benin in line with the government's vision. The
discussions were fruitful at this level. The Resident Representative of the United Nations
System in Benin, Mr. Salvator Niyonzima, indicated that the development of a sustainable
digital economy depends mainly on the quality and cost of the Internet connection. The
speakers emphasized the high cost of the Internet compared to its quality. They hoped that
the migration to IPv6 would become a reality, and that the State would be able to involve
the ecosystem structures and other stakeholders in the digital policy-making processes.

Synthesis of Session 2 : Challenges of Digitalization of processes, interoperability of
databases, electronic payments and the digital future of universities

This second session is moderated by Mrs. Dorice DJETON GOUDOU, PhD. student in
Information and Communication Sciences, specialist in media and digital literacy, from the
university community. The objective here is to define the stakes of the digitalization
favorable to the digital economy in order to clearly
perceive the impacts on the access to the services, and on
theinteroperability of the data bases, in order to bring out the
repercussions for the universities in the current context.
There were many participants in this session,which brought
together all the stakeholders, and the list is presented in the
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tablebelow.

Session 2
Issues of
proc

Participants
The representative of MND, the representative of the Beninese Agency
for Universal Electronic Communications and Postal Services (ABSU-

ess

CEP), representatives of students from Benin's private and public

digitization,

universities, representatives of young people from youth associations,

database

representatives of professional confederations, representatives of

interoperabilit

Benin's administration, representatives of craftsmen and women,

y, electronic

representatives of traders, ICT professionals, digital infrastructure

paymentsand

providers, GSM operators, Internet access providers, Internet

the digital

exchange points, political actors, actors of the society of Benin, and

futureof

representatives of the media; Representatives of traders; ICT

universities.

professionals; digital infrastructure providers; GSM operators; Internet

Moderator:

service providers; Internet exchange points; political actors; civil

Mrs.

Dorice society

actors;

local

elected

officials

DJETON

organizations based in Benin;

GOUDOU

the representative of SBIN SA; Internet users.

(ANCB);

international
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Summary of Session 2:

Challenges of the digitalization of processes, the

interoperability of databases, electronic payments and the digital future of
universities

The digital economy refers to economic and social activities carried out through digital
platforms and e-commerce. It is of great support to the development of private enterprises
and public services. In view of the discussions during this session, it was noted that
digitalization boosts the economy by saving time in processes and leads to rapid and
simplified communication between the various parties (public services, private companies
and citizens) without forgetting the improvement of working conditions.
Participants from state structures and agencies presented some of the government's
achievements in this regard. We note that since 2016, an extension of more than 2,000 km
of optical fiber has been made, which has accelerated the digitization of processes. More
than 520 services are available online on the "service-public.bj" website, and more than 72
services are delivered to citizens through digital means. For example, more than 100,000
criminal records have been issued since 2020 in a very short time. These achievements
make Benin one of the fastest countries in the creation of business with current terminals:
smartphones, tablets, computers.
However, the report is not brilliant on all fronts. Speakers, in this case the Association of
Consumers of Benin, has decried both the quality and cost of the Internet

connection

presented as the fuel of the digital economy. According to him, the interactions between
Internet access and service providers and the government must be reviewed for the benefit
of end consumers.
At the level of universities, particularly the University of Abomey-Calavi and that of Parakou,
despite the launch in 2020 of the e-learning platform ‘’https://elearning.etudiant.bj/’’ at the
height of the covid-19 pandemic, it must be noted that the effectiveness observed has not
been up to expectations. Indeed, the academics present evoked three points which
constitute challenges to be taken up:
1. the low quality of the internet speed,
2. the issue of training teachers themselves to put teaching materials online, and
3. educating learners to take full advantage of digital technology through the proper use
of infrastructure and good online habits.
All in all, universities still need more attention from the public authorities when it comes to
the Internet.

Synthesis of Session 3 : Prospects for the Digital Economy of Benin.

The third and last session of the Forum on Internet
Governance in Benin, 2021 edition, was moderated by Mr.
MAHOUSSI

Wenceslas,

Doctor in

Communication

Sciences.

training,

an expert-consultant

he

is

Information

Archivist-Documentalist
and

and
by

trainer on

documentary and archival issues, and teaches at the
University of Abomey-Calavi (UAC). The session he had the
honor of moderating is the logical
continuation of the previous one, and focuses on the prospects of the digital economy of
Benin. It saw the participation of all.
The objective was to evaluate the progress made, the results obtained in terms of the digital
economy, and to formulate possible solutions to the challenges identified. From the
discussions and contributions made here, it appears that the prospects are good for Benin
in terms of the contribution of digital technology to its economic and social development in
the years to come. This positive outlook should not, however, overshadow the challenges
imposed by the occurrence of covid-19 and those inherent in the quality and cost of the
Internet in the country.
Finally, a plea was made to the authorities to facilitate access to digital terminals(computers,
tablets, smartphones, etc.) as well as their acquisition or to reduce the fees related to taxes.
The terminals are seen as an essential lever to enhance the prospects for the digital
economy.
3.

The post session phase

It is dedicated to the writing of the different reports in the required formats: Final
Communiqué , forum report, acknowledgements.

IV.

Results obtained

The 10th edition of the Forum on Internet Governance in Benin achieved the objectives set
at the outset, both in terms of results obtained and participation.They are grouped into three
main points:


The various stakeholders in Beninese society have a better view of what has been
achieved in terms of digital technology and the digital economy.



The main contributions of private, public and associative actors in the field of the
Internet and the digital economy were highlighted during the debates.



New challenges are identified and solutions formulated through recommendations,
in order not to miss the prospects envisaged for the digital economy of Benin by 2030.

V.

Participation

It should be noted here that the organizing committee strongly encouraged participants to
register to follow the forum online. The counts were made from data from the Zoom
application on registrants and people who actually logged on the platform on September 28,
2021. The maximum number of participants expected in the room is 50. Online there was
no limit to participation.

Two hundred and thirty (230) people were online on the Zoom platform, while in the room,
we counted thirty-three (33) people, making a total of two hundred and sixty-three (263)
participants. In view of the participation in person, we establish the participation rate at
66%
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The overall breakdown of stakeholders by gender shows an overwhelming majority of men:
219/263 ; and for women, 44/263.

VI.

Recommendations

At the end of the day, the various stakeholders made recommendations. They are addressed
to several actors, whether from the public or private sector, civil society, local elected
officials, international organizations based in Benin, GSM operators, digital infrastructure
providers and ICT professionals. They can be summarized as follows:


Continue t h e g o v e r n m e n t ’s efforts despite significant progress in digitizing
processes,



Make both public and private structures the main investors in the digital economy,



Accelerate the electrification of rural areas to enable people in theseareas to have
access to digital resources,



Make the quality of the Internet connection commensurate with the costs involved,
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Reduce disparities in access to the internet in the context of the covid19 health crisis,



Update government guidelines with respect to technological innovations, to make
them fully compatible with the implementation of e-learning processes,



Train university teachers to put course and assessment materials online and to
update them independently,



Increase awareness of the digital code to avoid slippage,



To popularize the strategy documents and the Digital Code in national languages
and in audio version,



To make learners aware of the importance of e-learning and the proper use of digital
tools,



Increase awareness among young people of the new jobs linked to digital technology
and of all the services already available online,



Motivate the companies and structures of the digital ecosystem in Beninto ensure the
financing of the renewal of the Internet infrastructure,



Make mobile Internet more accessible in terms of cost and quality to allow young
startups to innovate,



Exempting Internet access terminal equipment from taxation to facilitate

Internet

access,


Include civil society associations, the technical community, the academic community,
private structures, including women and youth, in the production of national digital
strategy documents,



Consider organizing thematic field studies to investigate Internet user behavior based
on a three-stage process: collection, distribution, accessibility,



To further motivate learners to participate in the activities of the Internet Governance
Forum,



Integrate Internet governance training into secondary education.

VII.
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPONSORS

IGF Monde, (FINANCIAL SPONSOR)
IGF Support Association, (IGFSA) (FINANCIAL SPONSOR),
ASSOCIATION FGI BENIN, (FINANCIAL SPONSOR)
ISOCEL TELECOM,(SPONSOR INTERNET CONNECTION)
JENY SAS, (FINANCIAL SPONSOR)
Azalai Hôtel de la Plage (SPONSOR CONFERENCE ROOM)
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•

ISOC Benin (SPONSOR Taking charge of the refreshment of the
organizing committee)

VIII.

OTHER ASPECTS

Public Partners
•

Ministry of Numeric and Digitalization (MND)

•

National Agency for the Security of Information Systems (ANSSI),

•

Digital Department (DN)

•

Information Services and Systems Agency (ASSI),

•

Digital Development Agency (ADN),

Private Partners
•
•
•
•

CCIB
ISOCEL TELECOM
JENY SAS
SBIN SA

Partners Associations
•

FGI BENIN Association,

•

West African IGF (WAIGF),

•

IGBANET,

•

Internet Society (ISOC) BENIN Chapter,

•

ABCPN,

•

AFRICAN ICT FOUNDATION

Educational Partners
•

UAC, University of Abomey Calavi

IX.

Budget
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Funded Items

Estimate

Amount

Sources

d

s Actual s

of

amounts

(CFA)

Funding

(CFA)
Logistical

Amount

100000

Mobilized
(CFA)

50000

50000

FHMI

50000

50000

ISOC BENIN

preparation
Refreshment for
the Organizing

Chapter

Committee team
Recruitment

of

a

200000

150000

150000

IGF

Service Provider for

World FGI

report writing and

BENIN

production

Recruitment of

Association

250000

IGF

English Translation

World,

Service Provider

FGI
BENIN
Association

Brokerage service

100000

45000

FGI BENIN
Association
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Room rental

120000

650000

IGF World

0

AZALAI
Hotel
Cotonou

Coffee

break

175000

and lunch

973500

0

100000

FHMI

0

,

for 50 people

IGF
World
JENY
SAS

Internet

300000

150000

150000

connectio

ISOCE
L

n150 Mbps

TELECO
M

Communication

200000

Visual realization

100000

40000

40000

IGF World

Realization

200000

120000

120000

FGI

kakemono(ROLL

Association

UP)
Media coverage

400000

250000

250000

IGF
World,
FGI
BENIN
Association

Management fees

400000

200000

200000

Capture,

400000

230000

230000

sound,
video,
and

conference
video
renderin

IGF
World,
FGI
BENIN
Association
15

gservices
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XI.

Contact and information sources

Official website: www.fgi.bj
❖ E-mail address:
bureau@fgi.bj
❖ Online information
•

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=227415699432859&id=10
00649 32905293

•

https://www.google.com/url?rct=j&sa=t&url=https://www.wasexo.bj/foru
m-sur- la-gouvernance-de-linternet-au-benin-la-10eme-edition-reveledes-avancees-de-leconomie-numerique-aubenin/&ct=ga&cd=CAEYACoTNjk4MDYxMzA2NjUyNzQzMDYzMTIcZ
GEwM
DIyY2EzYWE1ZDMzMzpjb206ZnI6RlI6TA&usg=AFQjCNE4d3BvLLyGY2QpunCncUo2lrRGQ

•

http://lejournalaccroche.blogspot.com/2021/09/10-eme-edition-duforum-sur- la.html

•

https://www.notreepoque.bj/la-10eme-edition-revele-desavancees-de- leconomie-numerique-au-benin/

•

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://m.yout
ube.c
om/watch%3Fv%3DqmllpcPn_4I&ved=2ahUKEwiNsv3hoanzAhWBAG
MBHUl yD2wQo7QBegQICRAF&usg=AOvVaw2gIRRFeH2rpQEfsP11
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XIII. Annexes
❖

Some newspaper headlines reporting on the event
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❖ Some pictures of the indoor session

Just above, from left to right, Salvator Niyonzima, Resident Representative of the United
Nations System in Benin, Vivien ASSANGBE WOTTO, President of IGF Benin, and the
Representative of the Director General of the National Agency for Information Systems
Security (ANSSI) Esaïe DJROLO.
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❖ Program of the day

❖ Attendance list
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❖ Online attendance list
1. First Name,Last Name,Email,Registration Time,Approval Status,
2. Moussa,NASSIROU,nsr.moussa404@gmail.com,2021-09-23
07:39:11,approved
3. Charbel,AGBANLIN,agbanlin.agbe.charbel@gmail.com,2021-09-27
06:26:51,approved
4. Malorie,AMOUSSOU,malorieamoussou@gmail.com,2021-09-28
08:39:30,approved
5. Rose,Gohoue,gohouerose@gmail.com,2021-09-24 07:46:48,approved
6. Sorel,Godonou-Dossou,sorel.godonoudossou@gmail.com,2021-09-28
08:13:56,approved
7. Phidias,AZO,finagnoncoffi@gmail.com,2021-09-27 15:54:20,approved
8. Hubert,SOSSOU TONOUKOUIN,huberttonoukouin@gmail.com,2021-0923

28 13:22:17,approved
9. Boris,CODO,codoboris@gmail.com,2021-09-23 09:47:05,approved
10. Abraham,Doumbia,caadoumbia@gmail.com,2021-09-27
23:12:10,approved
11. Agésilas,NATA,anata@gouv.bj,2021-09-23 09:01:46,approved
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12. Maurice,COMLAN,comlan@hotmail.fr,2021-09-23 20:54:41,approved
13. Michael,KODJI,mikodji@gmail.com,2021-09-27 19:48:15,approved
14. Alassane,MAMADOU,mamadou.alassane@gmail.com,2021-09-23
03:05:38,approved
15. JEAN CLAUDE,ZONGO,cmiburkina@gmail.com,2021-09-27
18:40:25,approved
16. Elie,EHOUMI,elieehoumi@yahoo.fr,2021-09-27 06:45:46,approved
17. Pierre,Biton,lfbenin@yahoo.com,2021-09-28 09:41:30,approved
18. Venance,AFFOGNITODE,venanceaffognitode@gmail.com,2021-09-28
07:12:44,approved
19. Folli Herbert,AMOUZOUGAN,1ganf2@gmail.com,2021-09-23
08:01:38,approved
20. David,O.,sales@satinso.com,2021-09-28 10:46:20,approved
21. Charbel,GOBIN-GANSOU,charbelgobingansou@gmail.com,2021-09-27
15:10:40,approved
22. Hubertine,ADISSODA,adisshub@gmail.com,2021-09-23
11:57:09,approved
23. Imelda,SOUNOU,tatianasounou@gmail.com,2021-09-28
09:23:05,approved
24. Vignilé Sinodobe,AGLI,sinodobe@gmail.com,2021-09-27
16:29:34,approved
25. Roland,KPOSSOU,roland02.brlk@outlook.com,2021-09-27
20:39:24,approved
26. Angelo,Klanclounon,klanjo2001@gmail.com,2021-09-22
18:00:39,approved
27. Marius,ZEHE,mariusgille@yahoo.fr,2021-09-26 19:04:23,approved
28. Mouzemilou,NOUKPO,noukpomouzemilou@gmail.com,2021-09-23
09:39:02,approved
29. Claude,DAKOSSI,dakossiclaude@gmail.com,2021-09-28
07:52:10,approved
30. Seth,Garba,sgzambuk@gmail.com,2021-09-28 11:29:07,approved
31. Guillaume,TOGNIHOUE,oscarnumber14@gmail.com,2021-09-23
08:16:59,approved
32. Rebecca,DAH ZANNOU,jeniferdahzannou@gmail.com,2021-09-26
25

18:42:12,approved
33. Louise,Assogba Ago,louiseago@gmail.com,2021-09-28
07:27:32,approved
34. Udalride,Tognide,udalride.tognide@jenysas.bj,2021-09-25
06:39:54,approved
35. Giovani,DE SOUZA,alomedium@gmail.com,2021-09-24
08:46:10,approved
36. Neimatou,SAKANDE,neiima226sakande@gmail.com,2021-09-29
11:12:33,approved
37. Nicaise,AYIMANDE,sedjronicaise@gmail.com,2021-09-27
15:38:14,approved
38. Dine,AMADOU GUIRA,damadou@sbin.bj,2021-09-28 07:35:25,approved
39. Karl,Assogba,karlasogba@gmail.com,2021-09-22 17:58:46,approved
40. Luck,Aicheou,martialoaicheou2@gmail.com,2021-09-27
08:37:01,approved
41. Symphorien,DJIDENOU,sdjidenou@gmail.com,2021-09-28
10:57:02,approved
42. Kossi,Amessinou,amessinoukossi@gmail.com,2021-09-22
16:35:35,approved
43. Fountain Rushdie,NOUTANGNI,fontaine.noutangni@yahoo.fr,2021-09-23
09:25:31,approved
44. Marthe,JOHNSON,johnlucya@gmail.com,2021-09-26 22:43:09,approved
45. Ibouraim,Tade,ibouraim.tade@clubdsibenin.org,2021-09-22
18:37:11,approved
46. Anaïs,AKODO,anaisakodo@gmail.com,2021-09-27 22:18:09,approved
47. Ephrem,Dimitri,ephremdimitri@gmail.com,2021-09-27 21:10:25,approved
48. Christiane,HOUNSOU,chrishounsou@gmail.com,2021-09-27
08:10:24,approved
49. HUAWEI Y6p,,aboubacar.abdou@anrtic.km,2021-09-28
09:39:45,approved
50. Modoukpè Solange,OLOUDE,oloudesolange@gmail.com,2021-09-28
12:51:15,approved
51. Kayode Hadilou,ADJE,kadeyoadje@gmail.com,2021-09-27
19:46:54,approved
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52. Romaric,Zinsou,zinsouromaric27@gmail.com,2021-09-25
08:23:35,approved
53. Mélaine,OLOUMAN-AQUEREBURU,Molouman@presidence.bj,2021-0927 16:02:04,approved
54. Honoré,SONOU,sonoukoffihonore@gmail.com,2021-09-26
18:02:13,approved
55. Thimoté,ASSI,thimoteassi60@gmail.com,2021-09-27 00:03:39,approved
56. Mouctar de,Zerbo,Zmouctar@gmail.com,2021-09-28 09:00:06,approved
57. Steeve,ALLAKENOU,steevenfashion@gmail.com,2021-09-26
20:01:10,approved
58. Emmanuel,Zounon,Hcemzo@yahoo.com,2021-09-22 17:57:30,approved
59. Arnaud Serge,GOUSSANOU,goussarno@gmail.com,2021-09-27
18:55:34,approved
60. Mohamed,Lanikpekoun,lanickconsult@gmail.com,2021-09-23
23:43:30,approved
61. Amoudath,Mazu,boumi2009@yahoo.fr,2021-09-23 07:23:33,approved
62. Ali,Zamharir,initiativedeveloppement@gmail.com,2021-092705:35:36,approved
63. Steeve,ALLAKENOU,steevefreedy@gmail.com,2021-09-23
16:12:34,approved
64. Rachael,Orumor,rachaelorumor@yahoo.fr,2021-09-27 12:36:29,approved
65. SAMUEL,ALABI,ambsam23@gmail.com,2021-09-27 14:33:59,approved
66. Gilbert Medard Coffi,CAPO CHICHI,gilcapo@gmail.com,2021-09-23
07:59:44,approved
67. Adé Agnidé,BADA,adelscot@gmail.com,2021-09-26 19:13:21,approved
68. Serge,Patrick,support@metisgroupe.com,2021-09-28 10:46:25,approved
69. Emmanuel,Bazié,bazemma@gmail.com,2021-09-27 18:04:29,approved
70. Malick,A,malick@isoc.bj,2021-09-27 20:51:34,approved
71. Mireille,ADANLIN,adnmire2010@gmail.com,2021-09-23
07:36:38,approved
72. Joseph,Aballo,aballojo@yahoo.fr,2021-09-26 18:02:50,approved
73. AKPAN Canisius Samuel,,asamuel@arcep.bj,2021-09-28
07:45:18,approved
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74. Georgio,KOUYE,kgbstyl2tz@gmail.com,2021-09-24 13:41:28,approved
75. Romaric,MARIYO,romaricmariyo@gmail.com,2021-09-27
18:56:39,approved
76. Regis Meilleur,LOKOSSOU,meilleurlokossou10@gmail.com,2021-09-22
20:26:27,approved
77. William,TEDJI,wtedji@sbin.bj,2021-09-24 03:43:18,approved
78. Marcel,ADJE,maradje@sbin.bj,2021-09-23 08:04:22,approved
79. Nonhouegnon Raoul,LETCHEDE,Letchede@yahoo.fr,2021-09-26
22:59:01,approved
80. Sidi Mohamed,Raliou,raliou@yahoo.fr,2021-09-26 18:55:15,approved
81. Fulmine,OKAN,mahoutinf9@gmail.com,2021-09-27 16:30:44,approved
82. Wanignon Anicet,LOKO,Anicetloko@gmail.com,2021-09-22
18:30:55,approved
83. Luc,BALOGOUN,lucasbalogoun@gmail.com,2021-09-23
12:37:47,approved
84. Marie

Rose

Bernadette,Ouedraogo/Confe,ouedconfemarierose@gmail.com,2021-0928 08:05:33,approved
85. Stanlay,HOUNNOUVI,stanlayhounnouvi@gmail.com,2021-09-27
07:03:21,approved
86. Theodule,BODJRENOU,tebboston@gmail.com,2021-09-28
08:51:09,approved
87. Francis José,SINGBO,jsingbo@gouv.bj,2021-09-28 10:53:26,approved
88. Renaud Fiacre,AVLESSI,renaudfiacreavlessi@gmail.com,2021-09-23
10:01:42,approved
89. Rachid,MAMA-SIKA,rachidmamasika17@gmail.com,2021-09-23
17:15:06,approved
90. Cyrille,ZANNOU,zannoucyr@gmail.com,2021-09-22 20:03:33,approved
91. Maurois Stewart,Guendehou,guendehoumaurois@gmail.com,2021-09-27
16:00:39,approved
92. Idrissa,Baradji,idriss_bara@yahoo.fr,2021-09-27 18:08:14,approved
93. Elsie,ANATO,anatoelsie@gmail.com,2021-09-28 14:37:32,approved
94. André,AFFAGNIHOUN,andraffagnihou@gmail.com,2021-09-27
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16:00:29,approved
95. Vincent,AZOMAHOU,dazomahou22@gmail.com,2021-09-28
20:21:42,approved
96. Charles,ASSOUHAN,Charles.assouhan@apmterminals.com,2021-09-27
18:18:09,approved
97. Minata,ZONG-NABA,minazongnaba@gmail.com,2021-09-28
10:30:05,approved
98. Kuessi Bruno,DAVI,dkuessibruno@gmail.com,2021-09-27
06:58:16,approved
99. Patrick Felix,Abely,abelypatrickfelix@gmail.com,2021-09-27
05:37:47,approved
100.

Arsène,Lawani,iwaju.office@gmail.com,2021-09-27 14:42:20,approved

101.

Kokou,AYENA,ayena126@gmail.com,2021-09-27 18:52:04,approved

102.

Léopold,Adjakpa,leo_adjakpa@yahoo.fr,2021-09-27

08:27:30,approved
103.

Yazid,Akanho,Yazid.akanho@icann.org,2021-09-22

17:56:05,approved
104.

Olivia,Goudjanou,olivegoudjanou@gmail.com,2021-09-23

09:01:53,approved
105.

Vivien,ASSANGBE WOTTO,vivien.assangbe@fgi.bj,2021-09-28

15:56:31,approved
106.

Gérald,YIRGA,yirgagerald@gmail.com,2021-09-27 18:00:49,approved

107.

The Landry,Yapi,Lelandryy@gmail.com,2021-09-22 21:25:28,approved

108.

Armel,Hedible,hediblea@gmail.com,2021-09-27 21:08:04,approved

109.

Djima,OKOUNDE,okoundedjima22@gmail.com,2021-09-25

13:57:14,approved
110.

Rouka,Olofindji,olukayode.oo96@gmail.com,2021-09-28

11:58:49,approved
111.

Vincent,TOSSOU,tossouvincentsonagnon@gmail.com,2021-09-27

06:51:31,approved
112.

Éric,Gnacadja,egn@iokeo.com,2021-09-24 15:27:28,approved

113.

Rodrigue,Fanou,rfanou@rfc-sas.com,2021-09-27 15:54:23,approved

114.

Juscelin,Zinba,juscelinzinba@gmail.com,2021-09-28

09:46:35,approved
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115.

Zakaria,SAVADOGO,Zasad.362@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:33:09,approved
116.

Wenceslas, "MAHOUSSI,PhD",gmahoussi@gmail.com,2021-09-25

13:53:11,approved
117.

Balima,Wendbenedo

Boris

Herbert,wendbenedobalima@gmail.com,2021-09-28 08:18:40,approved
118.

Bonaventure,KOUNOUHO,bouvane86@gmail.com,2021-09-24

07:12:29,approved
119.

Tatiana,HOUNDJO,taniahoundjo@gmail.com,2021-09-27

10:22:34,approved
120.

Ben Rachad,Sanoussi,rachadsanoussi@gmail.com,2021-09-23

07:37:13,approved
121.

Yaovi,Atohoun,yaovi.atohoun@icann.org,2021-09-28

06:38:30,approved
122.

Antonyo Junior Fritz,AGBATO,tonyojunior@gmail.com,2021-09-24

18:29:31,approved
123.

Abiola,BOLARIAN,Bolarian57@gmail.com,2021-09-27

10:46:35,approved
124.

Rachid Hamed,Ouattara,rhouattara@gmail.com,2021-09-27

19:18:54,approved
125.

Landry,KPAKO,landryk2016@gmail.com,2021-09-27

23:59:00,approved
126.

Ismène,FAGNINOU,ismovalk@gmail.com,2021-09-23

16:11:36,approved
127.

Narcisse,HOUNTON,bechendter@gmail.com,2021-09-27

10:22:47,approved
128.

Yazid,Akanho,Yakanho@gmail.com,2021-09-28 07:09:17,approved

129.

FRUCTUEUX,DEGNIMON,victordognon@gmail.com,2021-09-24

22:52:14,approved
130.

Didier,Gossou,gossoud@gmail.com,2021-09-23 20:01:43,approved

131.

G. Fabrice,DAKO,fdako@technodatasolutions.bj,2021-09-27

11:44:04,approved
132.

Judicaël,GNIMAVO,gnimavojudicael@gmail.com,2021-09-25

15:34:06,approved
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133.

Marionne,Houeto Adjignon,m_adjignon@africaine-assur.com,2021-09-

28 09:50:33,approved
134.

Mahuvivi Turibio,KEKE,mahuvivituribiok@gmail.com,2021-09-22

20:26:29,approved
135.

Kader,LAFIA,kaderlafia1992@gmail.com,2021-09-23

07:40:19,approved
136.

Fréjus,GBAGUIDI,romeogbaguidi@yahoo.fr,2021-09-28

08:17:45,approved
137.

Yao Amevi,Sossou,soyames@gmail.com,2021-09-26

09:44:29,approved
138.

zakaria,dindane,deco28zakaria@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:07:14,approved
139.

Dandy,Potentzt,dandypotentat@gmail.com,2021-09-28

08:58:35,approved
140.

Dissadama,OURO BODI,dourobodi@otr.tg,2021-09-28

10:28:05,approved
141.

Abimael,BAOUA,baouaabimael@gmail.com,2021-09-27

16:32:49,approved
142.

Gbééré Achille,Eye,workeyea05@gmail.com,2021-09-28

12:11:27,approved
143.

Axel,Amoulé,amouleaxel@gmail.com,2021-09-28 10:20:50,approved

144.

Hospice,SOLEVO,hospeacesolevo@gmail.com,2021-09-23

07:55:09,approved
145.

Frédéric,ADJAHOUNGBETA,fadjahoungbeta@sbin.bj,2021-09-28

07:57:15,approved
146.

Robin,ACCROMBESSI,acticneo@gmail.com,2021-09-28

11:06:36,approved
147.

Ines,from SOUZA,desouzaino@gmail.com,2021-09-28

05:22:20,approved
148.

Eric,Ahouansou,eahouansou@softinnovation-tech.com,2021-09-24

08:17:12,approved
149.

Choukouriyah,Arinloye,arinloyechouk966@gmail.com,2021-09-27

06:29:21,approved
150.

Eric,AKPLA,kplaricos@gmail.com,2021-09-27 20:05:22,approved
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151.

Towanou

Yannick

Ghislain,DEDOKOTON,ghislaindedokoton@gmail.com,2021-09-23
09:43:07,approved
152.

Vincent,SEDA,sedavincent120@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:47:06,approved
153.

BANDIBA,ONADJA,onadjab@gmail.com,2021-09-27

19:27:39,approved
154.

Lionel,AMELINA,willygoby@gmail.com,2021-09-27 07:37:44,approved

155.

Florys,GBAGUIDI,visiontotaletpj@gmail.com,2021-09-24

09:53:07,approved
156.

KOSSI,AYEGNON,blaiseayegnon@gmail.com,2021-09-28

11:00:20,approved
157.

Aboubacar,Sylla,aboubacarsyllabb@gmail.com,2021-09-22

19:35:35,approved
158.

Nazir,Daouda,daoudanazir87@gmail.com,2021-09-27

15:10:08,approved
159.

Donna Gloria,Kpehounton,kpehountondonna@gmail.com,2021-09-23

08:58:54,approved
160.

Christian,ACCROMBESSI,caccrombessi@sbin.bj,2021-09-23

11:41:58,approved
161.

Samuel,EGBLEA,samuelegblea@gmail.com,2021-09-28

15:51:25,approved
162.

Fydias,SAGBOHAN,sfydias@gmail.com,2021-09-26

10:50:17,approved
163.

Adjé Marcel,KOUCHORO,kouchoro@gmail.com,2021-09-25

17:58:52,approved
164.

KOMLA EDEM,AMEGAKPO,edem.amegakpo@gmail.com,2021-09-27

12:51:59,approved
165.

Daouda,GUEBRE,daoud.guebre@gmail.com,2021-09-28

00:17:59,approved
166.

Achiraf,Idohou,achirafidohou5@gmail.com,2021-09-23

13:52:44,approved
167.

BABAODI,Kadoukpè,somebodytellings@gmail.com,2021-09-28

10:45:52,approved
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168.

Harold,ADJAHO,achkash1988@gmail.com,2021-09-28

07:38:50,approved
169.

SALYOU,FANNY,salyoufanny@gmail.com,2021-09-26

18:12:42,approved
170.

Youssouf,Sawadogo,sawadogoyoussoufa19@gmail.com,2021-09-28

06:12:00,approved
171.

Mawulomè Junias,GBEMENOU,gbemenoujunias@yahoo.com,2021-

09-28 07:27:40,approved
172.

Ursula,Yanclo,mahougnon.yanclo@gmail.com,2021-09-27

17:03:15,approved
173.

Diègue,AKOGNON,nougnintode92@gmail.com,2021-09-27

16:55:44,approved
174.

saturnin,djossou,djossou.saturnin@gmail.com,2021-09-29

08:59:09,approved
175.

Eugène,DEGUENON,leprincedeguenon@gmail.com,2021-09-23

09:54:56,approved
176.

Jean-Yves,AHOUANVOEDO,jy.ahouanvoedo@gmail.com,2021-09-28

06:06:07,approved
177.

DRAKUS,,dlokossou@isoceltelecom.cpm,2021-09-28

11:27:15,approved
178.

Christian Sètondji Éric,Akplogan,blaisetondji2015@gmail.com,2021-

09-24 11:44:03,approved
179.

Ganiath,BELLO,ganiebenie@gmail.com,2021-09-28

11:17:30,approved
180.

Gilbert,GNIMADI,ggnimadi@ggpartner.com,2021-09-24

12:15:23,approved
181.

Wachinou,DEDJINOU,devinas5@yahoo.fr,2021-09-28

09:10:04,approved
182.

Murielle,DAGBETO,dagbeto.murielle@gmail.com,2021-09-23

09:32:57,approved
183.

Joseph,Sagbohan,jsagbohan2010@gmail.com,2021-09-23

07:39:30,approved
184.

Reine,KPADONOU,kpadonoureine@gmail.com,2021-09-28

09:32:55,approved
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185.

Leandre,COSSI,lcoss95@gmail.com,2021-09-27 08:39:44,approve

186.

Samiratou,TOUNGOU,stoungou@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:06:36,approved
187.

Hored,SOSSOU,horeds6@gmail.com,2021-09-28 04:03:11,approve

188.

Sidney,TOGNON,Sidneytognon@gmail.com,2021-09-22

19:14:09,approved
189.

Konan Jean-Michel,NABI,nabikonan@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:29:23,approved
190.

Germain,DOSSOU,domeger2002@yahoo.fr,2021-09-22

18:32:57,approved
191.

Ramsès,Ngayou,kayouramses@gmail.com,2021-09-27

19:16:25,approved
192.

Dorice,Egboho,dorice2011@gmail.com,2021-09-28 11:52:50,approved

193.

Pierre,Dandjinou,Pierre.dandjinou@icann.org,2021-09-25

10:18:16,approved
194.

Placide,ESSOU,placidos3cido@gmail.com,2021-09-23

10:35:58,approved
195.

Deo Gratias,TONOUHEWA,deogratias.tonouhewa@jenysas.bj,2021-

09-22 17:55:16,approved
196.

Robert,AOUAD,robert@isoceltelecom.com,2021-09-23

10:24:52,approved
197.

Innocentia,Apovo,Apovinno@yahoo.fr,2021-09-25 15:30:12,approved

198.

Komlan,Togbedji,ktogbedji@gmail.com,2021-09-27 09:22:59,approved

199.

Romuald,KANHONOU,akuegnon2001@yahoo.fr,2021-09-22

22:13:40,approved
200.

Romeo David,AMEDOMEY,davidromeoamedomey@yahoo.com,2021-

09-23 13:30:01,approved
201.

Hassane,Nana ber,nanaberh@hotmail.com,2021-09-22

23:06:15,approved
202.

Mahutondji,Hounyo,hounyoonesiphore@gmail.com,2021-09-26

20:19:30,approved
203.

Séraphin,MOUZOUN,seramou@gmail.com,2021-09-27

06:32:59,approved
204.

Donald,,dsottin@yahoo.fr,2021-09-28 12:05:20,approved
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205.

Romule,CLOUBOU,cloubour@yahoo.fr,2021-09-24 06:39:02,approved

206.

Elisée,DITCHARE,eliseeditchare@gmail.com,2021-09-23

16:33:54,approved
207.

Jim,Hessanon,jimhessanon@gmail.com,2021-09-28

14:51:36,approved
208.

Marcel,Dipama,M.dipama@gmail.com,2021-09-27 21:03:39,approved

209.

Isaie,Djrolo,idjrolo@presidence.bj,2021-09-28 11:04:20,approved

210.

Gaetan Wend Konté,Lalogo,gaetanlalogokdg@gmail.com,2021-09-27

18:01:19,approved
211.

Tafsir,Ndiaye,Tndiaye@sbin.bj,2021-09-27 15:10:34,approved

212.

Abdoul Sabour,KOUANDA,abdoulsabourkouanda@gmail.com,2021-

09-27 19:55:04,approved
213.

karine,GBAGUIDI KEREKOU,kgbaguidi@mcabenin2.bj,2021-09-22

17:53:00,approved
214.

DRAKUS,,dlokossou@isoceltelecom.com,2021-09-28

10:18:47,approved
215.

MARIANICK,DAGBETO,marianickwotto@gmail.com,2021-09-28

07:15:26,approved
216.

Rafiou,TAKOU,raftak99@gmail.com,2021-09-23 16:39:45,approved

217.

DIGITAL POWER EVENT's,,jessougnonaffagnihoun@gmail.com,2021-

09-28 07:04:05,approved
218.

David,Gnaha,davlovelyhard@gmail.com,2021-09-29

12:51:29,approved
219.

Digital Power,,samuelbambelou0@gmail.com,2021-09-28

08:44:15,approved
220.

Theodore,DAAGA TOSSI,wizverdugo@gmail.com,2021-09-27

22:23:05,approved
221.

Basilia,KOUKOUI,basiliakoukoui@gmail.com,2021-09-28

08:47:00,approved
222.

Karim,SAGNON,sgninrle07@gmail.com,2021-09-27

21:36:44,approved
223.

Olivier,TOBOSSI,otobossi@gouv.bj,2021-09-26 20:31:59,approved

224.

Finagnon Aubin,KPOVIESSI,finaub@gmail.com,2021-09-23

08:05:44,approved
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225.

Joanita,LOKOSSOU,jalone50390@gmail.com,2021-09-26

18:12:58,approved
226.

Fassihath,TOUKOUROU,toukfass@gmail.com,2021-09-28

07:11:00,approved
227.

Hermann,ATOMABE,atomabehermann229@gmail.com,2021-09-26

20:09:30,approved
228.

Aboubacar sitan sidiki,KEITA,sitankaba24@yahoo.com,2021-09-27

16:34:19,approved
229.

Désir,Camille,desirtogbe1@gmail.com,2021-09-28 01:20:45,approved

230.

CHABI CYRILLE,WOROU,worouchabicyrille@gmail.com,2021-09-23

08:36:57,approved
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